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Camille Taylor, Owner

The Sky is the Limit 
A single parent starts an organization to assist other
parents in her situation. 

By Holly Clay

     Being a single parent may not be an ideal situation for parents or
children alike. But with the help of Camille Taylor and her organization
LimitedNotInc., raising a child alone doesn't have to be as difficult as it
has been proven to be in the past. Her organization is a network of
single moms, dads, and parental guardians that are there to assist each
other, lightening the load of rearing a child solo. 
     "We are a non-profit for single parents. We are also a support group,"
explained Taylor, a single parent of three. "We do everything we need to
do together to alleviate stress that we suffer from alone. As single
parents, we want to achieve things on our own, but we are focused on
the things we have to do for our children. The organization helps single
parents to also focus on themselves." 
     Besides its members drawing support from each other, they are also
coached on essential topics such as healthy cooking. The organization
also offers first time home buyers assistance and psychologists. The
whole idea behind starting the organization was born out of Taylor's
frustration of doing it all on her own and not having support. 
     "Being a single parent of three, it got to the point where I couldn't do it
all on my own," she explained. "We are all conditioned to do things on
our own, but I've found if we work together, we can make so much more
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happen." 
     As of right now, the organization is running off of donations. Yet, this
has not hindered the word about the organization from spreading and
reaching out to more and more single parents. Today, LimitedNotInc is
not just a circle of single parents, but something more. 
     "We really are a family," said Taylor. "We are breaking the cycles we
are subjected to. We are no longer allowing kids in single homes to fall
through the cracks."

Camille Taylor with her adorable children
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